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Abstract—We study the impact of hardware impairments at the
base station (BS) of an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
(OFDM)-based massive multiuser (MU) multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) uplink system. We leverage Bussgang’s theorem
to develop accurate models for the distortions caused by nonlinear
low-noise amplifiers, local oscillators with phase noise, and over-
sampling finite-resolution analog-to-digital converters. By combin-
ing the individual effects of these hardware models, we obtain a
composite model for the BS-side distortion caused by nonideal
hardware that takes into account its inherent correlation in time,
frequency, and across antennas. We use this composite model to
analyze the impact of BS-side hardware impairments on the per-
formance of realistic massive MU-MIMO-OFDM uplink systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive multiuser (MU) multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) relies on base station (BS) architectures with hundreds
of antenna elements that simultaneously serve tens of user equip-
ments (UEs) in the same frequency band. Massive MU-MIMO
promises substantial gains in terms of spectral efficiency, energy
efficiency, reliability, and coverage compared to traditional small-
scale MU-MIMO systems [1], [2] and is hence widely believed to
be a core technology in fifth generation (5G) cellular networks [3].
In order to keep system costs and circuit power consumption
within reasonable bounds, massive MU-MIMO has to be realized
using low-cost (and, hence, nonideal) hardware components at
the BS [4], [5]. In this paper, we analyze an orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM)-based massive MU-MIMO up-
link system (UEs transmit to the BS) with nonideal hardware
components at the BS-side. Concretely, we analyze the joint
distortion introduced by nonlinear low-noise amplifiers (LNAs),
local oscillators (LOs) with phase noise, and oversampling finite-
resolution analog-to-digital converters (ADCs).

A. Previous Work

The impact of aggregate hardware impairments (i.e., from mul-
tiple sources of hardware impairments) on small-scale MIMO
and massive MU-MIMO systems has been investigated in,
e.g., [5]–[7], using a statistical model that treats the distortion
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caused by nonideal hardware as power-dependent additive white
Gaussian noise. While such simple statistical models have been
shown to yield accurate results in some scenarios when char-
acterizing bit error rate (BER) and spectral efficiency [7]–[9],
they do not fully capture the impact of real-world hardware
impairments on practical systems [9], [10]. Indeed, nonideal
hardware causes distortion that is, in general, correlated in time,
frequency, and across the BS antenna array [10]–[13]. It is
therefore of practical interest to develop accurate behavioral
models of nonideal hardware that capture this inherent correla-
tion. Behavioral models have been used previously to assess the
impact on the performance of massive MU-MIMO uplink of an
isolated hardware impairment, e.g., nonlinearity of LNAs [14],
phase noise [15]–[18], or low-resolution ADCs [19]–[22]. A
theoretical analysis with an aggregate impairment model that
jointly models all these distortions is, however, missing.

B. Contributions

Starting from behavioral models of nonideal hardware com-
ponents, we derive an aggregate statistical hardware-impairment
model that can be used in system-level and link-level simulations
to accurately analyze the distortion caused by nonlinear LNAs,
LOs with phase noise, and oversampling finite-resolution ADCs.
The proposed aggregate hardware-impairment model, which
captures the inherent correlation of the induced signal distortion
in time, frequency, and over the antenna array, depends only
on the second-order statistics of the received signal and on the
parameters of the behavioral hardware models. We validate the
accuracy of the proposed aggregate model by comparing our
analytical results with numerical simulations in a massive MU-
MIMO-OFDM uplink system.

C. Notation

The M ×N all-zeros matrix and the M ×M identity matrix
are denoted by 0M×N and IM , respectively. The real and the
imaginary parts of a complex-valued vector a are <{a} and
={a}, respectively. We use ‖a‖2 to denote the `2-norm of a. The
main diagonal of a matrix A is diag(A). The Hadamard product
of two equally-sized matricesA andB isA◦B. Furthermore, the
elements of the matrix |A| are the absolute values of the elements
of A. The complex-valued circularly symmetric Gaussian distri-
bution with covariance matrix K ∈ CM×M is CN (0M×1,K).
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Fig. 1. Overview of a massive MU-MIMO-OFDM uplink system with nonideal hardware at the BS-side. Left:U single-antenna UEs with ideal hardware components
independently perform symbol mapping and OFDM modulation. Right: The per-antenna received time-domain signal the BS is filtered using a band-pass filter
(BPF), amplified using an LNA, mixed with an LO signal, filtered with a low-pass filter (LPF), and converted into the digital domain by a pair of ADCs. After
BS-side OFDM demodulation, the received signals over the B BS antennas are combined using a linear filter (e.g., zero forcing) to detect the transmitted symbols.

The expected value of a random vector x is E[x]. Finally, we let
sinc(x) = sin(πx)/(πx) for x 6= 0 and sinc(x) = 1 for x = 0.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single-cell massive MU-MIMO-OFDM uplink
system as shown in Fig. 1. Here, U single-antenna UEs use
spatial multiplexing to communicate in the same time-frequency
resource with a B-antenna BS. Our model considers several
nonideal hardware components at the BS, including nonlinear
LNAs, phase noise, and oversampling finite-resolution ADCs.
For simplicity, however, the analog band-pass filter (BPF) and
the analog low-pass filter (LPF) at the BS-side shown in Fig. 1
as well as all hardware components at the UEs are assumed to
be ideal. Finally, we assume that the sampling rate Fs of the
digital-to-analog converters (DACs) at the UE side equals the
sampling rate of the ADCs at the BS side.

A. Transmitted Signals

We consider the practically relevant scenario in which OFDM
is used to simplify equalization when operating over frequency-
selective channels. Without loss of generality, we focus on the
transmission of a single OFDM symbol. Let N denote the total
number of subcarriers per OFDM symbol, and let S ≤ N denote
the number of occupied subcarriers. The subcarrier spacing
is Fsub = Fs/N . The oversampling rate (OSR) is defined
as OSR = N/S. The case OSR = 1 corresponds to symbol-rate
sampling whereas the case OSR > 1 corresponds to faster-than-
Nyquist sampling. We denote by ŝu[k] the frequency-domain
symbol transmitted from UE u = 1, 2, . . . , U on subcarrier
k = 0, 1, . . . , N−1. Let S and G = {0, 1, . . . , N−1}\S denote
the set of occupied subcarriers and guard subcarriers, respectively.
We assume that ŝu[k] = 0 for k ∈ G. With these definitions, we
can write the time-domain sample n = 0, 1 . . . , N − 1 of the
discrete-time baseband signal transmitted from UE u as follows:

su[n] =
1√
N

∑
k∈S

ŝu[k]ejk
2π
N n. (1)

To prevent interference between OFDM symbols, a cyclic prefix
of length L− 1 is prepended to

{
su[n]

}
. Specifically, su[n] =

su[N + n] for n = −L+ 1,−L+ 2, . . . ,−1.

Let Fc denote the carrier frequency. The continuous-time
passband signal transmitted from UE u = 1, 2, . . . , U is then

s̃u(t) =
√

2<{su(t)ej2πFct} (2)

where we use ideal sinc-based pulse shaping:

su(t) =

N−1∑
n=−L+1

su[n] sinc(t/Ts − n) . (3)

Here, Ts = 1/Fs is the sampling period of the DACs at the UEs,
which equals the sampling period of the ADCs at the BS.

B. Received Signals
The received signal at each of the B BS antennas is fil-

tered using an analog BPF that, in this work, is assumed to
be ideal and matched to the transmit signal. Specifically, the
filtered continuous-time passband signal received at BS antenna
b = 1, 2, . . . , B is contained within the frequency interval
[Fc − Fs/2, Fc + Fs/2] and can be written as

x̃b(t) =
√

2<
{
xb(t)e

j2πFct
}

(4)

where the complex envelope xb(t) of x̃b(t) is given by

xb(t) =

U∑
u=1

∫ ∞
−∞

hb,u(τ)su(t− τ) dτ + wb(t). (5)

Here, hb,u(τ) is the impulse response of the linear time-
invariant channel connecting the uth UE to the bth BS an-
tenna. Furthermore,wb(t) is the filtered continuous-time additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with power spectral density
(PSD) that is constant and equal to N0 in the frequency band
[Fc − Fs/2, Fc + Fs/2] and zero outside this interval.

The passband signal x̃b(t) is amplified by a nonlinear LNA
before being down-converted to baseband. The down-conversion
step is performed by mixing the LNA output with a carrier signal
generated by a LO. Finally, the baseband signal is converted
into the digital domain by a pair of finite resolution ADCs that
perform sampling and amplitude quantization. Each of these
operations will introduce hardware impairments to the received
signal. We next discuss behavioral models for each source of
hardware impairments.



III. BEHAVIORAL MODELS FOR HARDWARE IMPAIRMENTS

Behavioral models provide a simple relationship between the
input and the output of a device under test, and can be tuned to
match empirical measurements. Their key advantages compared
to more sophisticated and accurate physical models are that (i)
they use only a small set of parameters and (ii) they do not require
deep domain knowledge of the underlying physics governing the
functioning of a device [23]. Behavioral models of nonideal
hardware are commonly used in the design of impairment-
mitigation algorithms, such as digital predistortion and phase-
noise tracking. We next introduce behavioral models for the set
of nonideal hardware components considered in this work.

A. Low-Noise Amplifier: Behavioral Model

Behavioral models for nonlinear amplifiers rely typically on
Volterra series [24] or generalized polynomial models [25],
although alternatives exist [23], [26], [27]. If the bandwidth
of the LNAs is large compared to the bandwidth of the received
signal, the impact of the LNA on the complex envelope of the
received signal can be accurately modeled as a memoryless
nonlinearity that is independent of the carrier frequency [28],
[29]. In what follows, we consider a simple memoryless third-
order polynomial model for which the LNA output at BS antenna
b = 1, 2, . . . , B is given by

ỹb(t) =
√

2<
{
yb(t)e

j2πFct
}

(6)

where

yb(t) = flna(xb(t)) = α1xb(t) + α2xb(t)|xb(t)|2 . (7)

Here, the coefficients α1 ∈ C and α2 ∈ C are the model
parameters, which we assume to be known at the BS. Note that,
in (7), we assumed that all LNAs at the BS are identical.

B. Phase Noise: Behavioral Model

The output of the LNA is down-converted to baseband by
mixing it with a carrier signal generated by a LO. The down-
converted signal is then passed through an analog LPF to elim-
inate unwanted aliases. As shown in Fig. 1, we assume that
all BS antennas are connected to a common LO. The carrier
signal generated by the LO typically contains random phase
variations stemming from circuit imperfections and noise [30],
[31]. We model the filtered, down-converted signal at BS antenna
b = 1, 2, . . . , B as follows:

zb(t) = LPF
{√

2 e−j2πFct+jφ(t)ỹb(t)
}

(8)

= LPF
{
ejφ(t)yb(t) + e−j4πFct+jφ(t)y∗b (t)

}
(9)

= ejφ(t)yb(t). (10)

Here, φ(t) is the phase-noise process, and we have assumed that
the LPF removes all aliases perfectly.

As we will discuss in Sec. IV, we are interested in the
realizations of the phase-noise process at the sampling time
instances. Let φ[n] = φ(nTs). We model {φ[n]} as the zero-
mean random process defined by

φ[n] = λφ[n− 1] + ϕ[n]. (11)

Here, 0 < λ ≤ 1 and ϕ[n] ∼ N (0, σ2
ϕ). The variance of the

phase innovation (the phase-noise rate) is σ2
ϕ = 2πβTs. We

assume that the parameters of the behavioral model, i.e., the
constants λ and β, are known to the BS.

Some comments are in order. By setting λ = 1 we retrieve
the case of a free-running LO studied in, e.g., [32]–[34]. When
0 < λ < 1, the process in (11) is stationary and corresponds to
a partially-coherent LO. In this case, the process (11) models
only residual phase errors after a phase-tracking scheme, e.g., a
phase-locked loop (PLL) [35]. We will focus on this case in the
remainder of the paper.

C. Analog-to-Digital Converter: Behavioral Model

The down-converted signal is further converted into the digital
domain—a process that involves discretization in both time and
amplitude. The in-phase and quadrature components of the down-
converted signal zb(t) are converted separately using a pair of
ADCs with q-bit resolution that operate at sampling rate Fs. Let
zb[n] = zb(nTs) denote the input to the quantizer in the ADCs
of the bth BS antenna (b = 0, 1, . . . , B − 1) at time nTs. Then,
the corresponding ADC output can be written as

rb[n] = fadc(zb[n]) = Q(<{zb[n]}) + jQ(={zb[n]}) (12)

where

Q(z) =


∆
2 (1− 2q) if z < −∆

2 2q

∆
⌊
z
∆

⌋
+ ∆

2 if |z| < ∆
2 2q

∆
2 (2q − 1) if z > ∆

2 2q
(13)

models a q-bit uniform midrise quantizer with step size ∆. We
assume that the parameters of the behavioral model, i.e., the
number of bits q and the step size ∆, are known to the BS.

D. Discrete-Time Channel Input-Output Relation

Since both the channel input {su[n]} and output {rb[n]}
are discrete-time random processes, it is convenient to work
with a discrete-time channel input-output relation. To this
end, let x[n] = [x1[n], x2[n], . . . , xB [n]]T and let r[n] =
[r1[n], r2[n], . . . , rB [n]]T . By inserting (7) and (10) into (12)
we can write the discrete-time channel input-output relation,
including the BS-side nonlinearities, in matrix form as

r[n] = fadc

(
ejφ[n]flna(x[n])

)
(14)

where the scalar functions fadc(·) and flna(·) are applied element-
wise to vector inputs. Now, let s[n] = [s1[n], s2[n], . . . , sU [n]]T

denote the time-domain symbols transmitted from the U UEs at
time instant nTs. Then,

x[n] =

L−1∑
`=0

H[`]s[n− `] + w[n]. (15)

Here, the entry on the bth row and on the uth column of
H[`] ∈ CB×U is hb,u[`], where hb,u[`] denotes the `th tap of the
discrete-time channel, which corresponds to the `th sample of
the convolution between hb,u(τ) and sinc(τ/Ts). Furthermore,
w[n] = [w1[n], w2[n], . . . , wB [n]]T ∼ CN (0B×1, N0IB) is
the discrete-time AWGN with wb[n] = wb(nTs).



IV. COMPOSITE HARDWARE-IMPAIRMENT MODEL

The nonlinearities flna(·) and fadc(·) in the behavioral
model (14) renders a theoretical performance analysis challeng-
ing. We now derive an approximate, yet accurate, aggregate
statistical model for the distortion caused by the hardware
impairments reviewed in Sec. III. Specifically, our approach
consists of the following two steps. First, by assuming that the
input to each nonlinear hardware component is Gaussian and
by leveraging Bussgang’s theorem [36], we write the output of
each nonlinear hardware component as a linear function of the
input plus an additive distortion term that is uncorrelated with
the input. Second, we combine the individual linearized models
to obtain an aggregate linearized model for the joint distortion
caused by the nonideal hardware components.

It is worth clarifying at this point that, although the individual
linearized models are exact, provided that the input to the
corresponding nonlinear hardware component is Gaussian, the
resulting aggregated model is only an approximation. Indeed,
although the input to the first nonlinear hardware component can
be assumed Gaussian if the transmitted signal is Gaussian, its
output, which becomes the input to the next nonlinear hardware
component, is typically not Gaussian. Nevertheless, as we will
demonstrate in Sec. V, the Bussgang-based aggregate linearized
model turns out to be surprisingly accurate.

A. Linearization via Bussgang’s Theorem

We start by formalizing Bussgang’s theorem. Assume that
{p[n]}, where p[n] ∈ CB , is a stationary vector-valued
circularly-symmetric Gaussian process and that q[n] = f(p[n])
where f(·) is some scalar-valued function that is applied element-
wise on a vector. Let Cp[m] = E

[
p[n]pH [n−m]

]
and let

Cqp[m] = E
[
q[n]pH [n−m]

]
Then, according to Bussgang’s

theorem [36], it holds that

Cqp[m] = GCp[m] (16)

where the linear gain G ∈ CB×B is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal entries given by

[G]b,b =
1

E[|pb[n]|2]
E[f(pb[n])p∗b [n]] . (17)

It follows from (16) that

q[n] = Gp[n] + e[n] (18)

where the distortion {e[n]}, which is not Gaussian distributed
in general, is uncorrelated with {p[n]}. The autocovariance of
the distortion Ce[m] = E

[
e[n]eH [n−m]

]
is readily obtained

from (18) as follows:

Ce[m] = Cq[m]−GCp[m]GH . (19)

In what follows, we use Bussgang’s theorem to linearize the
input-output relation of each nonlinear hardware component
separately. We then combine the resulting linearized expressions
to obtain a simple, yet accurate, approximation for the ADC
output r[n] in (14) as a function of the LNA input in (7).

Starting from the LNA, if we assume x[n] in (15) to be
circularly symmetric Gaussian distributed, we can write the LNA
output y[n] = [y1[n], y2[n], . . . , yB [n]]T as

y[n] = flna(x[n]) = Glnax[n] + elna[n]. (20)

Note that x[n] is Gaussian if we take the input symbols to be
Gaussian, i.e., s[n] ∼ CN (0U×1,

S
N IU ) and the channel {H[`]}

to be known at the BS. We will adopt these two assumptions in
the remainder of the paper.

Similarly, if we assume {y[n]} to be a circularly-symmetric
stationary Gaussian process, we can write the down-converted
signal z[n] = [z1[n], z2[n], . . . , zB [n]]T as

z[n] = ejφ[n]y[n]= Goscy[n] + eosc[n]. (21)

Finally, if we let {z[n]} be a circularly-symmetric stationary
Gaussian process, we can write the ADC output r[n] as

r[n] = fadc(z[n]) = Gadcz[n] + eadc[n]. (22)

Next, we combine (20), (21), and (22) to obtain the following
approximation for r[n] in (14):

r[n] ≈ GadcGoscGlnax[n] + eadc[n]

+Gadceosc[n] + GadcGoscelna[n] (23)
= Gtotx[n] + etot[n]. (24)

Here, etot[n] = eadc[n] + Gadceosc[n] + GadcGoscelna[n] and
Gtot = GadcGoscGlna. We emphasize that (23) is an approxima-
tion since the output of the first nonlinear hardware component in
our chain, i.e., the LNA, is not Gaussian distributed. Nevertheless,
as we will demonstrate in Sec. V, the approximation (23) turns
out to be surprisingly accurate.

The frequency-domain received hardware-impaired vector on
the kth subcarrier (k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) is given by

r̂[k] =

N−1∑
n=0

r[n]e−jk
2π
N n. (25)

Let ŝ[k] = [ŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝU ]T . Then, by substituting (15) and (24)
into (25) we obtain the following approximation for r̂[k]:

r̂[k] ≈ Gtot

(
Ĥ[k]ŝ[k] + ŵ[k]

)
+ êtot[k]. (26)

Here, Ĥ[k] =
∑L−1
`=0 H[`]e−jk

2π
N ` is the frequency-domain

channel matrix associated with the kth subcarrier. Fur-
thermore, êtot[k] =

∑N−1
n=0 etot[n]e−jk

2π
N n and ŵ[k] =∑N−1

n=0 w[n]e−jk
2π
N n ∼ CN (0B×1, N0IB) is the frequency-

domain distortion and AWGN, respectively. From (26), we
find that the covariance Cr̂[k] = E

[
r̂[k]r̂H [k]

]
of r̂[k] for

k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 can be approximated as

Cr̂[k] ≈ GtotCx̂[k]GH
tot + Cêtot [k] (27)

where Cx̂[k] = E
[
|x̂[k]|2

]
= Ĥ[k]Cŝ[k]ĤH [k] +N0IB . Here,

Cŝ[k] = E
[
|ŝ[k]|2

]
is the covariance of ŝ[k], which is equal to



IB if k ∈ S and to 0B×B if k ∈ G. Furthermore,

Cêtot [k] = E
[
|êtot[k]|2

]
=

N−1∑
m=0

Cetot [m]ejk
2π
N m (28)

where

Cetot [m] = E
[
etot[n]eHtot[n−m]

]
(29)

= Ceadc [m] + GadcCeosc [m]GH
adc

+GoscGadcCeosc [m]GH
adcG

H
osc. (30)

The covariance matrices (27) and (28) can be used to analyze
the PSD of the hardware-impaired signal. Indeed, they describe
how the per-subcarrier received signal and the corresponding
distortion are correlated in the spatial domain. They also allow
us to separate the contributions due to the intended signal
from the one due to distortion, which is useful in performance
analyses, as exemplified in Sec. V-B. We now provide closed-
form expressions for Glna, Gosc, and Gadc, as well as for the auto-
covariance of the three distortion processes {elna[n]}, {eosc[n]},
and {eadc[n]}, which are all required for evaluating (27) and (28).

B. Low-Noise Amplifier: Linearized Model

By inserting the behavioral model (7) into (17) we find that
[Glna]b,b = α1 + 2α2 E

[
|xb[n]|2

]
for b = 1, 2, . . . , B. Hence,

Glna = α1IB + 2α2 diag(Cx[0]) . (31)

Similarly, we have that

Cy[m] = E
[
y[n]yH [n−m]

]
(32)

= E
[
flna(x[n])flna(x[n−m])H

]
(33)

= |α1|2 Cx[m] + 2|α2|2 Cx[m] ◦ |Cx[m]|2

+2α∗1α2 diag(Cx[0])Cx[m]

+2α∗2α1Cx[m] diag(Cx[0])

+2|α2|2 diag(Cx[0])Cx diag(Cx[0]) . (34)

Here, Cx[m] = E
[
x[n]xH [n−m]

]
=
∑N−1
k=0 Cx̂[k]e−jk

2π
N m.

Let now Celna [m] = E
[
elna[n]eHlna[n−m]

]
. By substituting (31)

and (34) into (19), we find that

Celna [m] = 2|α2|2 Cx[m] ◦ |Cx[m]|2 . (35)

C. Phase Noise: Linearized Model

By inserting (10) into (17) we find that [Gosc]b,b = E
[
ejφ[n]

]
for b = 1, 2, . . . , B. Since we assumed that 0 < λ < 1, the
random process {φ[n]} in (11) is a stationary Gaussian process
with zero mean and variance σ2

φ = E
[
φ2[n]

]
= 2πβTs

1−λ2 . Hence,
Gosc in (21) is given by

Gosc = E
[
ejφ[n]

]
IB = e−

1
2σ

2
φIB = e

− πβTs
1−λ2 IB . (36)

Here, we used that E
[
ejvφ[n]

]
= e−

1
2 v

2σ2
φ is the characteristic

function of φ[n] ∼ CN (0, σ2
φ). Similarly,

Cz[m] = E
[
z[n]zH [n−m]

]
(37)

= E
[
ej(φ[n]−φ[n−m])

]
E
[
y[n]yH [n−m]

]
(38)

= e−σ
2
φ+ρφ(m)Cy[m] (39)

where ρφ(m) = E[φ[n]φ[n−m]] = 2πβTs
1−λ2 λ

|m|. Let
now Ceosc [m] = E

[
eosc[n]eHosc[n−m]

]
. By substituting (36)

and (39) into (19), we find that

Ceosc [m] =
(
e
− 2πβTs

1−λ2 (1−λ|m|) − e−
2πβTs
1−λ2

)
Cy[m]. (40)

D. Analog-to-Digital Converter: Linearized Model

Many recent papers have used Bussgang’s theorem to analyze
the distortion caused by amplitude quantization (see, e.g., [19]–
[22], [37]–[39]). As pointed out in these contributions (see,
e.g., [37, Eq. (14)]), the matrix Gadc in (22) is given by

Gadc =
∆√
π

diag(Cz[0])
−1/2

×
2q−1∑
i=1

exp
(
−∆2

(
i− 2q−1

)2
diag(Cz[0])

−1
)
. (41)

Let now Ceadc [m] = E
[
eadc[n]eHadc[n−m]

]
. Unfortunately, no

closed-form expression for Ceadc [m] is available for q > 1.
Therefore, in what follows, we evaluate Ceadc [m] using the
diagonal approximation put forward in [38, Sec. IV]. Specifically,
we approximate Ceadc [m] by

Ceadc [0] ≈ ∆2

2
(2q − 1)

2
IB −Gadc diag(Cz[0])Gadc

−4∆2
2q−1∑
i=1

(
i− 2q−1

)
×
(

1−Q
(√

2
(
i− 2q−1

)
diag(Cz[0])

−1/2
))

(42)

for m = 0 and by Ceadc [m] = 0B×B for m 6= 0. Here,
Q(x) = 1√

2π

∫∞
x
e−u

2/2 du. As shown in [38, Sec. V], this
approximation is accurate for ADCs with q ≥ 3.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now demonstrate the accuracy of our models and their
usefulness in performance analyses. In what follows, the number
of BS antennas is B = 32 and the number of UEs is U = 4.
We consider LTE-inspired OFDM parameters. Specifically, the
occupied subcarriers are the first S/2 to the left and the first S/2
to right of the DC subcarrier, i.e., S = {1, 2, . . . , S/2} ∪ {N −
S/2, N − S/2 + 1, . . . , N − 1}. Furthermore, the number of
occupied subcarriers is S = 300, the total number of subcarriers
is N = 1024, and the subcarrier spacing is Fsub = 15 kHz.
Hence, the sampling rate is Fs = NFsub = 15.36 MHz and the
OSR is 3.41. We set the polynomial coefficients of the LNA to
α1 = 1.065 and α2 = −0.028. For the phase-noise process, we
set λ = 0.99 and β = 103. For the ADCs, the number of bits
is q = 6 and the step size is ∆ = 0.086

√
1.172 +N0. We draw

the elements of H[`] for ` = 0, 1, . . . , L−1 independently from
the CN (0, L−1) distribution. The number of nonzero channel
taps is L = 10.

For the numerical simulations, we draw each transmitted
symbol ŝ[k] for k ∈ S independently from a quadrature phase-
shift keying (QPSK) constellation. Although our theoretical
analysis requires the received time-domain signal to be Gaussian,
drawing the input symbols from a QPSK constellation leads to
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(a) PSD of {r[n]} when the only nonideal hardware component at the
BS is the LNA; α1 = 1.065 and α2 = −0.028.
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(b) PSD of {r[n]} when the only nonideal hardware component at the
BS is the LO; λ = 0.99 and β = 103.
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(c) PSD of {r[n]} when the only nonideal hardware component at the
BS is the ADC; q = 6 and ∆ = 0.086
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(d) PSD of {r[n]} when all hardware components, i.e., the LNAs, the
LO, and the ADCs, are nonideal; parameters taken from (a), (b), and (c).

Fig. 2. PSD of {r[n]}; B = 32, U = 4, L = 10, S = 300, N = 1024, and N0 = 0. The colored markers correspond to numerical simulations; the black lines
correspond to analytical results. Note that the analytical PSDs in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b are exact for Gaussian inputs. The analytical PSD in Fig. 2c verifies the
accuracy of the approximation (42). The analytical PSD in Fig. 2d verifies the accuracy of the composite hardware-impairment model presented in Sec. IV.

negligible errors. Indeed, the received time-domain signal is
the sum of US = 1200 independent and identically distributed
random variables, which can be well-approximated by a Gaussian
random variable according to the central limit theorem.

A. Power Spectral Density

In Fig. 2, we plot the PSD of {r[n]}. The average value of the
PSD on the kth subcarrier, averaged over the B BS antennas,
is obtained analytically by computing 1

B ‖diag(Cr̂[k])‖22 for
k = 0, 1, . . . , N−1, where Cr̂[k] is given in (27). The simulated
curve is obtained via Monte-Carlo sampling. We note from
Fig. 2d that the PSD obtained using the aggregate hardware-
impairment model (27) describes accurately the spectral re-
growth caused by the nonideal hardware components and agrees
perfectly with the numerical simulations, confirming the accuracy
of our linearized aggregate model.

B. Bit-Error Rate

A zero-forcing estimate ŝest[k] of the transmitted symbols ŝ[k]
is obtained from r̂[k] for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 as

ŝest[k] = ÂH [k] r̂[k] (43)

where Â[k] = GtotĤ[k]
(
GtotĤ[k]ĤH [k]GH

tot

)−1
. By inserting

the approximation (26) into (43), we find a linear relationship
between ŝ[k] and ŝest[k], which makes it straightforward to
compute the resulting signal-to-interference-noise-and-distortion
ratio (SINDR) for the uth UE (u = 1, 2, . . . , U ) as follows:

SINDRu[k] ≈
∣∣âHu [k]Gtotĥu[k]

∣∣2
Iu[k] +Nu[k] +Du[k]

. (44)
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Fig. 3. Uncoded BER with zero forcing and QPSK; B = 32, U = 4, L = 10,
S = 300, N = 1024, α1 = 1.065, α2 = −0.028, β = 103, λ = 0.99,
q = 6, and ∆ = 0.086

√
1.172 +N0. Here, SNR = 1/N0. The markers

correspond to simulation results and the lines to the analytical approximation
proposed in (45). Clearly, our analysis is extremely accurate.

Here, âu[k] ∈ CB is the uth column of Â[k], ĥu[k] ∈ CB
is the uth column of Ĥ[k], Iu[k] =

∑
v 6=u

∣∣âHu [k]Gtotĥv[k]
∣∣2,

Nu[k] = N0‖âHu [k]Gtot‖22, and Du[k] = âHu [k]Cêtot [k] âu[k].
In Fig. 3, we show the uncoded BER with zero forcing and

QPSK signaling, which we approximate as

BER =
1

US

U∑
u=1

∑
k∈S

Q
(√

SINDRu[k]
)

(45)

where SINDRu[k] is given in (44). In Fig. 3, we have averaged the
BER over 100 channel realizations. We note that the performance
predicted by the composite hardware-impairment model is again



in excellent agreement with the numerical results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have presented a linearized aggregate model
for BS-side hardware impairments, which is derived from behav-
ioral models of nonideal hardware components via Bussgang’s
decomposition. Although the proposed aggregate model is not
exact because it relies on the Gaussianity of the input to each
nonlinear hardware component (which does, in general, not
hold in practice), it turns out to be extremely accurate for many
scenarios of interest, such as the massive MU-MIMO-OFDM
uplink system considered in Sec. V.

The analysis presented in this paper can be extended to the case
of pilot-based channel estimation and to the MU-MIMO-OFDM
downlink. One limitation of our current framework is that it is
confined to memoryless nonlinearities and does not capture other
sources of hardware impairments, such as in-phase/quadrature
imbalance and mutual coupling. An extension of our analysis to
incorporate these impairments is part of ongoing work.
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